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The bell has rung last night 

Can you remember the sound of the bell from the Montségur castle, when for the last time it ringed 
out ? The Coated were going to the stake, the soldiers of the inquisition had set it on fire. You were 
going to the meeting of flames. The campanologist of the Montségur bell had given the signal of the 
end of the Cathar epic. Many of you were aware of your departure towards a new dimension, as you 
had received the teaching from the crystal Skull. You were heading towards the flames with the 
awareness of the end of your human incarnation, but particularly with the deep conviction of going 
towards new incarnations in superior dimensions of  consciousness. 

You the ancient Cathars, after having discovered the other side of the veil, have returned on your 
lands with the end of time approaching, in order to accompany the human being in this wonderful 
adventure which is the Ascension. The bell has resounded again last night to mark your return and 
symbolically ring the beginning of the new consciousness on planet Earth. 

Can you remember that before the destruction of Montségur, only a few individuals managed to 
escape ? Among them, the bearers of the crystal Skull and ancient documents, had ran away and had 
reached to the bottom of the Bugarach mount to put in safety the true Cathar treasure. In this place, 
they were welcomed by a tall Being from another plan of which I am the Essence. 

I am the memory of the Mother NAMU who was the creative and planning Mother of a part of the 
Lemurian humanity. The name AN-NA that many of you carry currently, is consisted of the root AN 
which is the name of the Sumerian god and of NA being its response or counterparty, its female 
mirror. MU was the name of planet Earth in another dimension that you tread upon again today. 

NAMU is the consciousness that speaks to you today. Its memories are contained in the Cathar 
crystal Skull and this since the creation of the modern human being 80 000 years ago. This 
Lemurian crystal Skull bequeathed by your creative Mother NAMU has escaped from Inquisition 
and has been returned by the last escaped Cathars from Montségur to their creative ancestors in 
another dimension of density.  

Inquisition, driven by the archons of the dark light, had attempted in covering up the          
emergence of the consciousness of universal Love by fire. It had the will to make disappear all 
marks of christlike consciousness of whom a number of initiated Cathars were holders. However, 
the soul being immortal, the inquisitor soldiers had only managed to destroy their physical     
bodies. They attempted in destroying human beings enlightened towards Love, but Love can not be 
dismantled. 
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Current events as the ones of Fukushima, are a reproduction on the global plan of a form of 
Inquisition like the Cathars had lived and gone through it. It is about a modernised form of the same 
energy of destruction, to attempt this time by the energy of atomic fire, in destroying again the 
emergence of Love between human beings. This destruction by fire at the end of time, has been 
predicted by many ancient texts. 
History repeats itself again and again… 

Like all wars, these awful acts have for single objective to prevent the christlike consciousness of 
which you are the holders, from emerging on planet Earth. However, among the human population, 
the resistance of the Cathar consciousness is back in this end of cycle. Many of you had already 
been incarnated as holders of Truth, and have knowned and recognised themselves at different eras, 
like in Lemuria, in Egypt and then in other space-times among the Essenes or the Cathars. 

You are back today, scattered around the world in carrying and spreading this powerful christlike 
energy. 

This Cathar era was for many an important initiation. You have been prepared to remind yourselves 
of your true nature through the ceremony of Consolamentum. 

You had had access to your dimension of divine Being and have been volunteers in returning in this 
end of time, holders of the christlike consciousness, in order to help and participate in the transition 
of humanity. 
This initiation ending symbolically through the Consolamentum, had recorded in your cellular 
memories, the programs to fulfil your experiences of today. 

The atomic fire that covers up insidiously the planet Earth is a purification fire only for the one who 
is aware of it.  It helps you in this moment, in liberating yourselves from your cellular memories 
and from your fears and in extracting yourselves from your own duality. 

Having fulfilled your true soul mission - the one of having accepted in being the holders of the 
shade for humanity, your own shade - the last archons of the dark light are starting to slowly but 
surely relieve the planet Earth from their energy. By authorising the trigger of the atomic fire, they 
have accelerated and stimulated the progression of the christlike consciousness beyond human 
beings. They have in this way intentionally caused the separation between the ancient  materialist 
decadent humanity and the new emerging humanity carrying the christlike energy. 

I therefore invite you to thank them very much, as in the name of the divine plan, they have been 
volunteers to accomplish this. They will allow to those who accept it, to extract themselves from 
duality and to pass towards the new dimension of existence, the one of Unity, the law of ONE. I 
therefore invite you to make an ovation for the role that they have played. 

The moment comes where the curtain of the temple is going to tear itself up. Truth will be revealed 
to you. You will break through « a wall » again just like your Cathar brothers and sisters who had 
put this treasure of Knowledge back into a safe place. 
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Today, this treasure is hidden deep down in your cells. This treasure is the crystal that you all will 
soon carry in your DNA. It transports your cellular memory through ages. It is the Crystal   master 
that drives each of your cells. 

The Cathar energy has come back to the end of time. It shines from now on to accompany the 
transition of humanity.  
You are the ones that humanity was waiting for. 
You are the ones that you were waiting for !  
For many of you, you are incarnated again in the footsteps of your Albigensian ancestors in this 
wonderful Aude region. 

The Bugarach is a mountain with a reversed energy that was hiding servants of the dark light in the 
dense plans of existence. You have been attracted like magnets in this region in order to bring your 
energy along and awaken Knowledge in order to remember who you are truly. 

From now on, it is up to you to spread the Truth and this Knowledge on your world. Many of you 
are Kiristi* aware of being holders of the christlike balanced energy. You do not have to proclaim it, 
or to make it public for everyone to see. Accept it simply in order to spread it through your 
Beingness. 

The consciousness that expresses itself, still comes from the crystal skull that you know by its 
vibration. This skull is of an oblong form just like the skull of your geneticists creators. Its occipital 
part contains the galactic and universal memories as well as the multidimensional codes of the 
human being.  
I therefore « emanate » from one of the rare skulls that through the history of humanity, has not 
been stolen and modified by the craftsmen of the dark light. 

Many of them, still in the hands of their medium-watchmen, have been reprogrammed by the 
predator corpus in order that their guards do not have total access to the vibrating codes reactivating 
their memories. 

The true skull of crystal-guardian, shines and emanates outside the matrix of illusion and escapes 
from the laws of space-time. It is the one that has rung the end of memory lapse, the one that holds 
up the veil on truth. 
I am the one that offers the twelve lines of human descent the signal of transition. 

You are therefore very quickly going to start to be witnesses of the disappearance of                   
representatives of the occult orders. Agree to give them your forgiveness, agree to give them your 
love. 

I am the memory of Namu, mother geneticist of all of you. I vibrate through a crystal skull. I am 
your unified memory. 

You are Me, I am You. 

Transmitted by Jenaël
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